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Our talented people are creating the technology of the future.Our purpose is to empower

the world to move freely, safely and sustainably. Our approach focuses on combining leading

edge software and hardware knowledge, data capture, analytics and industry expertise to

generate insights and fast-to-market products and services We use C# and .Net

Framework to develop the applications you’ll be working on. These applications use

sophisticated algorithms capable of planning large scale passenger railways. Our software

is desktop and cloud based. We’re investing in cloud technologies to advance the

products in new directions, taking advantage of the novel features available. We

use GitLab for our code repository, run continuous integration and to operate continuous

delivery pipelines. We support our developers speaking directly to customers to develop

relationships and understand first hand where the software fits into their jobs. Who you’ll

be?We know not everyone ticks all the boxes and we’ll provide training on some of the areas

if you’re the right person for the role.A creative developer with a passion for technologyAn

experienced .NET, C# developer.An interest in modern software engineering practices and a

desire to learn about, and possibly even contribute to, advances in the industry.If you have any

experience of knowledge on the technologies below, then we would be interested in a

chat;WinForms, Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), NUnit, automated testing and

deployment, infrastructure as code, cloud compute, micro service architecture, container

services (Docker, ECS). What we’ll give youYou’ll join a diverse team with a friendly and relaxed

culture. We encourage collaboration both with colleagues and customers.We have a

supportive environment where innovation, fresh ideas and creative solutions are
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encouraged and shared.Learning &amp; Development opportunitiesGenuine flexible

workingRemote workingA highly collaborative working environment25 days holiday with the

option to buy more + bank holidaysBonus schemeAnnual BonusLTIP’sRegular funded

social eventsBupa Medical Health careCompetitive Royal London Pension scheme 

Apply Now
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